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The Toyota JZ engine family is a series of inline-6 automobile engines. The JZ engine was
offered in 2. The 2. With the aid of a DOHC, valve head and a dual-stage intake manifold. All of
these models also came with a 4-speed automatic transmission as standard; no manual
gearbox option was offered. The first generation 1JZ-GTE employs twin CT12A turbochargers
arranged in parallel and blowing through a side-mount or front mount air-to-air intercooler. With
an 8. The early generation 1JZ-GTEs combined the inherent smoothness of an inline 6-cylinder
engine with the revving capacity of its short stroke and early power delivery of its small,
ceramic wheeled turbochargers. The ceramic turbine wheels are prone to delamination in the
setting of high impeller rpm and local temperature conditions, usually a result of higher boost.
The first generation 1JZs were even more prone to turbo failure due to there being a faulty
one-way valve on the head, specifically on the intake cam cover causing blow-by gases to go
into the intake manifold. On the exhaust side, a decent amount of oil vapor flows into the turbos
causing premature wear on the seals. The later second generation engines had this problem
fixed and in Japan there was actually a recall in order to repair the first generation engines,
though that does not apply to 1JZs imported to other countries. The single turbo is in part made
more efficient by the use of smaller exhaust ports in the head, this allows the escaping exhaust
gasses to have more velocity as they exit the head, which in turn, spools the turbo faster and at
lower RPM. The adoption of VVT-i and the improved cylinder cooling allowed the compression
ratio to be increased from 8. In around , Toyota introduced what are probably the least
recognised members of the JZ engine family â€” the FSE direct injection variants. This is
necessary to run at extremely lean air-fuel ratios around 20 to at certain engine load and revs.
VVT-i variable valve timing was added later in for the model year. This engine is not merely a
stroked version of the 1JZ although they share a common bore size, bore pitch, and general
architecture , but has a taller block deck and longer connecting rods to accommodate the The
2JZ-GE is a common version. It uses Sequential Electronic Fuel Injection, has an aluminum
head and 4 valves per cylinder, along with a cast-iron cylinder block, with some versions using
VVT-i. Despite common misconception it was not a true COP Coil-On-Plug , also known as
Plug-top coil ignition system instead relying on one coil to fire two cylinders, one of which was
by spark plug wire. The 2JZ-GTE is an inline-layout , six-cylinder , belt-driven dual overhead
camshaft , air-intercooled, twin-turbocharged, cast-iron block, aluminium cylinder headed
engine designed and manufactured by Toyota Motor Corporation that was produced from until
in Japan. Its mechanical basis was the existing 2JZ-GE , but differed in its use of sequential twin
turbochargers and an air-to-air side-mounted intercooler. Toyota's VVT-i variable valve timing
technology was added to the engine beginning in September , hence it phased out the original
engine. Consequently, maximum torque and horsepower was raised for engines selling in all
markets. In its first appearance, torque was advertised as The mutually agreed, industry-wide
output ceiling was enforced by Japan's now-defunct Gentlemen's Agreement exclusively
between Japanese automakers selling to the Japanese domestic market. The mechanical
similarities between the Japanese-specification CT20 turbine and export-specification CT12B
turbine allow interchangeability of the exhaust-side propeller shaft. Additionally, the
export-exclusive CT12B turbine received more durable turbine housings and stainless steel
turbine and impeller fins. Multiple variants of the Japanese CT20 turbine exist discretely, which
are identified with the B , R , and A part number suffixes e. From Wikipedia, the free
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course! The LS is butt ugly, why would you bring the styling up? It grew on me in a weird way, it
has this strangely elegant shape, but it definitely looks like a japanese sedan, but with some
sort of german twist. Maybe its the simplicity of the design and its boxiness. Its almost like a
german company came in and helped Lexus out with the styling when they designed the LS
Whats funny is how related it looks to the Toyota Cressida. They both share a boxy-ish design,
both have long horizontal tail lights, both have boring box shaped head lights, and both have a
Japanese style to them. Is this a bad thing? Not really if you ask me. I think they both look
boring quite frankly, but boring in a really good way. The JDM scene is all about being different
and innovating. This is where things get interesting. Now, unfortunately the 1UZ took a back

seat to the 2JZ, which is all anyone talks about when it comes to Toyota engines. Think about
that for a moment, horsepower out of a naturally aspirated 4. Chevrolet and Ford were barely
making that much using 5. The interior of the LS raised the bar for all future luxury cars in my
opinion. Lack of scratchy plastics and hard plastics and materials make the inside of the LS feel
like your sitting on, and inside of a marsh mellow. I know thats a weird way to describe it, but its
seriously that soft, subtle, and amazingly comfortable. Which includes brand new Mercedes, old
cars, new cars, and everything in between. The LS is starting the wander into the age where it
becomes what some would consider a classic. Depending on the model year you buy, your LS
could be as old as 27 years old. Thats pretty old if you ask me, anything over the age of 25 years
old is typically considered a classic. Hell, you could even register it as a historic automobile and
not have to face emissions testing in the state of Arizona. Regardless of weather or not you can
register it as a historic vehicle is not the point though. The point is, its right on the edge of
becoming a collectors item, and rocketing in value. Also, since its a unique car in the first place,
being the first good luxury car to come out of Japan, its already kind of an oddball car, when
you combine that with it becoming a classic, and it becoming rarer and rarer every day, you get
quite an interestingly sought after car. The Lexus LS flipped the luxury car game on its head
with its incredible list of parts and features. It rode amazing, the interior was amazing, the
engine was amazing, and now in its becoming a classic. The LS was also a technological feat
for the automotive industry, featuring over technological innovations, all at one hell of a price. If
you liked the article be sure to share it with your Lexus friends! Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. Currently you have JavaScript disabled. In
order to post comments, please make sure JavaScript and Cookies are enabled, and reload the
page. Click here for instructions on how to enable JavaScript in your browser. Factory
Performance This is where things get interesting. Interior The interior of the LS raised the bar
for all future luxury cars in my opinion. Its Becoming a Classic The LS is starting the wander
into the age where it becomes what some would consider a classic. Summary The Lexus LS
flipped the luxury car game on its head with its incredible list of parts and features. About Bryce
Cleveland Articles. Bryce founded Dust Runners Automotive Journal in as a way to write about
the cars he found interesting. Follow him on Instagram for more bryce. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. I currently have a sc AUTO. I'm currently
pondering upon a 1jzgte AUTO from a 2jzge swap. Would I need the entire front clip? Also I
heard there are different versions of the 1jzgte engine VVT, rev limitations, trac. If money is an
issue then just leave your car stock. To do the swap is going to run you around 10k. Do some
looking into it and you will find that, that is what you are going to spend. Yeah, the 1jz swap is
going to cost you a lot of money. Maybe not, If he gets a complete Soarer front clip with trans.
Keep in mind, emissions, spare parts availability, rhd to lhd the wiring harness is not going to
work without splicing , and gauges. The wiring itself is enough to punk me out. Especially when
there is equal to more power available with the existing powerplant. We have no emissions here
in Florida, :whistles: but you do have a point regarding the wiring. I've always figured that
emission was gonna be the biggest enemy here California. If I plan to do it I'll probably be done
by a professional mech. What about the different versions of the 1jz. Isn't there a single turbo
version? If so how much more different is it from the TT. When you get done with the project
please tell us what the total bill came to be Good luck with your project Its gonna probably be
one of those Always wanted them cool digital displays from the soarers. Sorry, Let me clarify a
few things. Those prices are clip costs and did not include labor, I was simply pointing out the
difference in complete front clip prices. Either way any of the two will move better then a 2jz-ge.
You may also want to consider a much less expensive option which is a Turbo kit from F-max or
from Lance Toyomoto in Miami. If you find a soarer clip, please let me know! You are dealing
direct with the largest importer of Japanese Engines into the east coast of the United States.
This Front Clip was imported from Japan with 98, kilo meters which is less than 60, miles. You
have a 30 days warranty with this engine, we do not cover over heating, timing belt neglect. This
is the horse power RPM this is the really deal!!! Here you get everything you need to convert
your vehicle to Twin Turbo 1jzgte engine, auto trany, wire harness uncut , ECU, ingitor, map
sensor, and any thing eles you may need. Please note that the body panles are not part of the
bid. This engine was already tested at my shop. Please note bid only if you are going to buy, we
really hate to leave Neg. Feed Backs. The winner of this bid must call within 72 hours of
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your bid. Payment must be made within 7 working days. I was just checking it the other day.
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